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Abstract
Online social networking platforms allow people to freely express
their ideas, opinions, and emotions negatively or positively. Previ-
ous studies have examined user’s sentiments on these platforms to
study their behaviour in different contexts and purposes. The mecha-
nism of collecting public opinion information has attracted researchers
to automatically classify the polarity of public opinions based on
the use of concise language in messages, such as tweets, by analyz-
ing social media data. In this paper, we extend the preceding work
[1], by proposing an unsupervised approach to automatically detect
extreme opinions/posts in social networks. We have evaluated our
performance on five different social network and media datasets. In
this work, we use the semi-supervised approach BERT to check the
accuracy of our classified dataset. The latter task shows that, in
these datasets, posts that were previously classified as negative or
positive are, in fact, extremely negative or positive in many cases.
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1 Introduction
Online social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and YouTube, have
become a de-facto platform for hundreds of millions of Internet users to estab-
lish and maintain interpersonal relationships. In recent years, the emergence
of microblogging services has greatly influenced the way people think, commu-
nicate, behave, learn and conduct business. These popular social platforms,
such as Twitter or Tumblr, are new forms of blogging that facilitate commu-
nication between people. By writing posts, sharing articles, videos, links or
tweeting messages, people can make their own opinions, ideas and thoughts,
in a constructive or destructive tone [2].

Conversely, any collection of tweets or posts that focus on a hot topic
can pose a potential threat to society and individuals. The vast majority of
the information published on social networks is harmless. It represents casual,
conventional or expressive crowds, as well as noisy data [3]. Researchers and
policymakers are still trying to discover the rise of violent extremism among
people and take appropriate measures to prevent it. For example, the work of
[4] shows that the use of specifically radicalised language within crowds acting
and protesting on social media can increase violent extremism. In addition,
the use of social media by a terrorist organisation to study human sentiments
by accessing uncensored content to collect information of public views, by
monitoring data from social networks and automatically to classify the polar-
ity of public sentiments due to the use of concise language in posts or/and
tweets, [5], allows violent extremists to increase recruitment by being able to
establish personal relationships with a global audience to their advantage. [5].

An unusual form of sentiment analysis is the detection and classification of
extreme sentiments, which are the most negative and positive sentiments about
a particular subject, object, or person [6]. In a more general form, an extreme
sentiment can be seen described as the worst or best opinion, judgment, or
evaluation formed in one’s mind about a particular thing or person. However,
this paper considers an extreme sentiment only as a personal extreme positive
or extreme negative sentiment.

In the work we have recently developed, described in this paper, we have
applied deep learning [7] models to detect extreme sentiments in text coming
from social platforms. In particular, we propose to use pre-trained BERT [8]
to improve the efficacy of the detection. BERT is based on a Semi-Supervised
approach, pre-trained trained on a massive dataset. Thus, in addition, we must
use Transfer Learning [9] which is typically done for tasks where the dataset
contains too little data to train a full-scale model from scratch. The model is
then fine-tuned, where we unpack the basic model and re-train it on the new
data with a very low learning rate. This can potentially lead to significant
improvements by gradually adapting pre-trained trained features to the new
data.

The document is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work
and in Section 3 we focus on BERT. Section 4 presents the experimental setup.
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Section 5 presents the results and analysis. And finally in Section 6 we present
conclusions and future directions of this work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Detection and classification of extremist affiliations
in social media.

The authors of [10] proposed a binary classification task to detect extremist
affiliation. The work focuses on ML classifiers, i.e., Random Forest, Support
Vector Machine, K Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Naive Bayes and Deep Learn-
ing. The authors apply a sentiment-based extremist classification technique to
user tweets, which works in three modules: (i) collection of user tweets, (ii)
preprocessing and (iii) classification into extremist and non-extremist classes
using various Deep Learning-based sentiment models, namely Long Short
Term Memory, Convolutional Neural Networks, FastText and Gated Recurrent
Units (GRU).

The work of Kaur et al. [11] uses deep learning approach for automatic
detection of extremism. The data collected by the authors are divided into
radical, non-radical, and irrelevant through the use of relevant annotators.
Word2Vec is used to generate word embeddings from data. Researchers make
use of LSTM to detect extremism and classify the data as radical, not radical
and irrelevant in the context of India. The authors use specialized annotators
to label the data. Labeling text is based on the characteristics specified by
the authors like abuse of Indian military personnel, anti-national discourse,
endorsing terrorism, and terrorists and inciting others. The authors use dif-
ferent ML algorithms such as Random forest, Support Vector machine (SVM)
and Max Entropy.

The authors of the work [12] detect hatred and right-wing extremism
in German Twitter users. The authors have identified several dehumanizing
catchphrases used by right-wing extremists. The study classified and collected
tweets as hate or non-hate for automatic detection. For the purpose of train-
ing the model, the authors used tweets in German and English. The study
uses character trigrams as a method for feature extraction. Various features
such as emojis, unigrams, bigrams, punctuation marks, etc, are also taken into
account. The authors also tested their models in various unknown samples,
some of which marked manually by experts. These unknown samples were col-
lected from various sources such as some random articles, Wikipedia pages in
German, and German far-right conspiracy websites.

2.2 Sentiment Analysis Tools
Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a sub-field of Natural Language Processing mainly
concerned with an effective way to determine the polarity of a text, i.e.,
the prediction of whether the opinion expressed in a text is positive, neg-
ative or neutral. These analyses give a powerful tool for deriving insights
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from large amounts of opinion-based data, such as social media posts and
product reviews. SA is a proficient area for researchers, especially in the
context of social media activity. In general, access control systems fall into
two categories: knowledge-based systems and statistics-based systems. Ear-
lier knowledge-based approaches were the most popular among researchers
to identify sentiment polarity in texts. However, researchers are increasingly
using statistically-based approaches with an emphasis on supervised statistical
methods [13].

Wagh et al. [14] designed a general sentiment classification to analyze
whether a data label is available or unavailable in the target domain. The
study analyzed the public dataset of four million tweets from Stanford Uni-
versity to predict the sentiment polarity in user opinions. SA using Hadoop,
which rapidly runs large datasets on a real-time Hadoop cluster, was presented
by Mane et al. [15]. It is a platform designed to solve large, unstructured,
and complex big data problems using the divide-and-conquer approach to
data processing. The study used a number-based approach to scale statements
into several classes that assigned an appropriate range of different sentiments.
SENTA [16] is an SA tool that offers many features to the end-user. The
authors collect texts from Twitter and use SENTA to perform multiclass SA
on the texts. Most of these approaches are supervised methods; our research
focuses on an unsupervised and language-independent methodology to detect
extreme sentiments on social media platforms.

2.3 Sentiment based Lexicons
SentiWordNet 3.0 was developed by automatically scoring all WordNet synsets
with the terms “positivity”, “negativity”, and “neutrality”. Each synset has
three numerical scores identifying the terms as positive, negative and objective
(i.e., neutral), e.g., majestic score 0.75 (positive term), and invalid score 0.75
(negative). The study in [17] presents the use of SentiWordNet 3.0 as the basis
for the development of extremism lexical resource, a comprehensive lexical
resource to be used to support sentiment classification and opinion mining
applications [18].

SenticNet 5 [13] encodes denotative and connotative information com-
monly associated with real objects, actions, events, and people. It avoids the
indiscriminate use of keywords and word co-occurrences and instead relies on
the implicit meaning associated with common sense concepts. Unlike purely
syntactic techniques, SenticNet 5 can detect subtly expressed emotions by
analysing multi-word utterances that do not explicitly express emotion but are
associated with concepts that do. Here are some examples from the SenticNet
5 dataset: favourite scores 0.87 (positive), worry scores -0.93 (negative).

2.4 Sentiment Analysis Datasets
SA development and tuning requires sizeable labelled training datasets, also
known as the SA training dataset. The first step in developing the analysis
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requires an SA dataset with thousands of statements already labelled as pos-
itive, negative, or neutral. Finding training data is difficult because a human
expert must determine and label the polarity of each statement in the train-
ing data. Using already available training data reduces the time and effort
required to develop a new dataset. The work in [19] uses Sentiment 140 [20]
and SentiStrength on a prominent representative set of research articles, explic-
itly applying some techniques to sentiment analysis of articles circulating on
Twitter. The dataset consists of two CVS files, one for testing and one for
training. Sentiment 140 provides a sentiment value per tweet on a scale from
0 (negative) to 4 (positive). The values have been converted into three senti-
ment categories: positive, negative, and neutral for better comparison. In our
work, we chose the test file for the evaluation of our system.

The authors of the paper [21] use the Twitter for Sentiment Analysis
(T4SA) [22] visual dataset, which contains text and multimedia data to
examine user sentiment. The authors collected Twitter data via a continuous
tracker for six months and used it for a visual assessment of SA. The study
of [23], which aims to detect users’ opinions on movie reviews using the RT-
polarity [24] dataset, classified 2000 comments into two different categories. In
general, the comments mainly consist of sentences. The authors classify user
sentiments at the sentence level and then classify all comments as opinions.
The resulting collection consists of two files, one for each set of 5331 positive
and negative opinions.

TurntoIslam [25] and Ansar1 [26] both with posts are organized into
threads that generally indicate the topic being discussed and focus on extrem-
ist (e.g., jihad) and general Islamic religious discussions. Each post contains
detailed metadata, e.g., date and member name. As advertised on the forum,
this is an English-language forum aimed at correcting common misconceptions
about Islam. Radical participants also occasionally express support for funda-
mentalist militant groups. These two corpora will help us understand whether
our approach works well in extremist religious discourse (e.g., jihadist) and
general Islamic discourse.

Although a large number of approaches exist and few studies have offered
an explicit comparison between SA techniques, the work of [27] shows com-
parisons of eight popular SA methods in terms of coverage and agreement.
Ribeiro et al. [28] present a sentence-level comparison of twenty-four pop-
ular sentiment analysis methods, based on a benchmark of eighteen labelled
datasets. Performance was evaluated on two sentiment classification tasks:
negative vs positive and three classes, namely negative, neutral and positive.
However, these studies never compare the effectiveness of sentiment analysis
methods or sentiment lexicons on the specific task of identifying extreme sen-
timents, i.e., extremely positive and extremely negative sentiments. To the
best of our knowledge, the present work is one of the few direct attempts to
identify extreme sentiments, i.e., extremely positive and/or extremely negative
sentiments on social platforms, using BERT [8].
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2.5 ExtremeSentiLex
In our previous work [1], we proposed an unsupervised approach for automatic
detection of people’s extreme sentiments on social networks. The approach is
based on two steps: 1) Extreme Sentiment Generator (ESG) - we automatically
build a standard lexicon consisting of extreme positive and negative sentiment
terms, and extend that same lexicon with a method based on word embed-
dings; 2) Extreme Sentiment Classifier (ESC) - to validate the lexicon, using
an unsupervised approach for automatic detection of extreme sentiments. We
further evaluated our performance on five different social networks and media
datasets (Section 2.4).

We designed and developed a prototype system composed of two compo-
nents, i.e., ESG and ESC. ESG, based on statistical methods, is applied on
SentiWordNet 3.0 and SenticNet 5 to generate a standard lexical resource
known as ExtremeSentiLex that contains only extreme positive and negative
terms. Additionally, we extend this new lexicon with new terms through the
word embedding method [29], so we can study the behaviour of our tools when
tested with more terms. Antiextremism agencies can also use these lexical
resources to find an extreme opinion(s) on social networks to counter violent
extremism. We embed the lexicons in the ESC and run them on the compila-
tion of five different datasets, constituted of social network and media posts,
(Section 2.4). The purpose of this experimentation is to assess the performance
of our tool, and this evaluation will validate our hypothesis that the ESC finds
posts with extremely negative and positive sentiments in these datasets. To
obtain more objective results, we use a confusion matrix to calculate recall,
precision, F1 score, and accuracy to check the performance of the ESC.

In preceding work, we presented and discussed the initial results of each
dataset individually. The arrangements for these tables are different, according
to each dataset itself from the original settings. In our case, P - Positive, N
- Negative and Neutral are the original polarity of the posts, EP are posts
classified as positive extremes, EN means posts classified as negative extremes,
and E+INC are posts classified as non-extreme or inconclusive.

We concluded that the extended lexicon detects more extreme posts. There
is an almost 2%-5% increase in each category for RT-polarity, Sentiment 140,
TurntoIslam and Ansar1datasets. The significant increase is in the result of
T4SA data, almost 22% to 24% for a total number of the extreme and total
number of positive extreme and 1% of total negative extreme. We also con-
cluded that by extending the original lexicon with related terms, our tool
identified more extreme posts, making sense since social media posts tend to
be short, so a more extensive lexicon has a higher probability of detecting
extreme sentiments on these short texts. The results obtained by using an
extended lexicon can be seen in Table 1.
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Datasets

RT-polarity Sentiment140 T4SA

RecallEP 92% 97% 98%
Recall EN 41% 45% 43%
Precision EP 64% 64% 81%
Precision EN 81% 93% 89%
F1 Score EP 75% 77% 88%
F1 Score EN 54% 60% 58%
Accuracy 67% 71% 82%

Table 1: Results obtained using the extended lexicon.

3 Methodology
The objective of our work is to validate the extended lexicon which classified
extreme posts. To carry out this assignment, we will utilize deep learning
transformer based model introduced by Google, known as BERT. Section 3.1
and 3.2 briefly explain the working of BERT and its application for our use
case.

3.1 Understanding BERT
BERT stands for “Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers” [30]. It is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional representations from
the unlabelled text by jointly conditioning the left and right contexts. Its
pre-trained model acts as the brain, which can then learn and adjust to
the increasingly large resources of discoverable content and queries and be
fine-tuned to user’s specifications. This process is called as transfer learn-
ing. Therefore, the pre-trained BERT model can be fine-tuned with a single
additional output layer to create state-of-the-art models for different NLP
problems. It encodes context bidirectionally and requires minimal architec-
tural changes for a wide range of natural language processing tasks [8]. Using
a pre-trained transformer encoder, BERT can represent any token based on
its bidirectional context.

BERT is pre-trained on a massive corpus of unlabelled text, including
Wikipedia (2,500 million words) and Book Corpus (800 million words). This
pre-training step is half of the magic behind BERT’s success. As the model is
trained on a large text corpus, the model starts to pick up a more profound
and intimate understanding of how the language works. This knowledge is
the backbone that is useful for almost any NLP task. The most helpful fea-
ture of BERT is fine-tuning, whereby by adding just some of the additional
output layers, we can create state-of-the-art models for various NLP tasks.
BERT is currently being used by Google to optimize the interpretation of
search engine queries. Initially, it was limited to the English language, but by
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December 2019, the model had already been rolled out in over 70 languages.
BERT perform exceptionally well on various NLP and sequence-to-sequence
based language generation related tasks such as question answering, abstract
summarization, Sentence prediction, Conversational response generation, pol-
ysemy and coreference (words that sound or look the same but have distinct
meanings) resolution, word sense disambiguation, natural language inference,
and Sentiment classification (Text Classification).

3.2 Fine-tuning BERT for Text Classification
The BERT-base model incorporates an encoder with 12 transformer blocks,
12 self-attention heads, and 768 units of hidden embedding parameters, a
sequence of hidden states of the last layer of the model. The original BERT
achieved state of the art results on eleven NLP tasks. However, we are only
interested in its classification task. BERT has two versions of different model
sizes [8]. The base model (BERT-base) uses 12 layers (transformer encoder
blocks) with 768 hidden units (hidden size) and 12 self-attention heads. The
large model ( BERT-large ) uses 24 layers with 1024 hidden units and 16
self-attention heads. Notably, the former has 110 million parameters while the
latter has 340 million parameters. In our work, here presented, we have fine-
tuned our model on pre-trained BERT-base, using 12 layers, 768 hidden units,
and 12 self-attention heads. BERT takes an input of a sequence of up to 512
tokens and outputs the sequence representation. The sequence has one or two
segments, where the first token of the sequence is always [CLS] and contains
the particular classification embedding, and another special token [SEP] is
used to separate the segments. BERT picks the final hidden state h of the first
token [CLS] for text classification tasks to represent the complete sequence.
In order to get the predicted probabilities from the trained model, a softmax
classifier is added to the top of the BERT model.

Firstly, the dataset is vectorized for feeding it to the classifier since it is
originally in text format. Different models are available for vectorizing text but
BERT learns contextual-embedding rather than learning context-free, such as
in the case of word2vec. It performs tokenization using the WordPiece [31]
method. In addition to [CLS] and [SEP], it adds a new token called [PAD],
to make the length of all sentences equal to the specified sequence length
required by the model, and an attention mask is introduced to tell the model
about [PAD] tokens. These are then used to input the model to obtain vector
representation of each token. Since the base model has 12 layers of encoders,
tokens are fed into the first encoder, and the output of the first encoder is then
given as input for the second encoder, and so on until the last encoder. The
last encoder, which is encoder 12 returns the embeddings for all tokens in the
sentences. The representation size of each token is 768 in BERT-base model.
This phenomenon is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Tokens are embedded using 12 encoders in BERT-base model and
fed into a feed-forward network and softmax function to get the classification

probabilities.

For single text classification applications, the BERT representation of the
special classification token “[CLS]” encodes information about the entire input
text string. The single input text representation is fed into a small MLP1

consisting of fully connected (dense) layers to produce the distribution of all
discrete label values [32].

4 Experimental Setup
We use BERT for this experimental setup, a transformer-based machine learn-
ing technique for natural language processing. We use the datasets classified in
[1] in the first phase for training while our target variable is polarity which we
have calculated. We experiment on each dataset, and at the end, we combine
all datasets to check overall performance. This comes in handy as the type of
data can be a primary driver in determining the classification. So, the mixing
of diverse data challenges the model and allow space for better insights.

Loading Data: We load the classified dataset from Extremesentilex
containing six files. We use all of these files for our experiment except the

1Multilayer Perceptron.
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Sentiment140 training file because of missing the extreme negative class in
polarity. The files are in text format that is then loaded in pandas data frames.
The primary data we need is in two columns, “message” and “polarity”. We
drop other columns as they are not needed.

Preprocessing: In preprocessing, we use one-hot encoding for our polarity
categorical data. Another extra step is necessary in the case of dataset file
T4SA. This file is encoded and contains a byte string. We decode the file and
clean the text containing special characters.

Text split for longer text: BERT has a limitation of 512 max length for
input characters. It means we cannot input data longer than 512 for training,
while our dataset files contain longer text. Extreme Ansar1 contains 15325
characters long input feature, and extreme TurntoIslam has a maximum text
length of 10034 characters. This data cannot be used directly as input for the
training BERT model. The simple and rough way is to truncate directly, take
the initial part up to 512 characters max and discard the rest. Although, this
simple naive method is effective in many cases. However, a complex method
tackles this issue based on the HIERARCHICAL (cascade) idea, which divides
the longer text into smaller chunks and feeds them into the base model [33].
We divide any text larger than 450 characters into 500 characters with an
overlap length of 50 words. These split data keeps the same polarity class as
its source. It is then given as input for training the BERT model.

Sampling: Our data is highly unbalanced, with high inconclusive and
positive extreme polarity outnumbering the small class of extreme negative
terms. Training without balancing the data will cause inaccurate results, i.e.,
predicting well for inconclusive and positive extreme while poorly with neg-
ative extreme. Negative extreme happens to be the essential kind of terms
which we cannot ignore. So, we use undersampling and a mix of under and
oversampling techniques to get the balanced dataset with an equal number of
polarity classes.

Train-Test split: After sampling and balancing the dataset, we use 80%
of data for training while keeping 10 % for validating the training and 10%
for testing the model.

Training and Validation: We use the “bert-base-cased” pre-trained
model as most of our data is in English. We run six epochs and a differ-
ent number of batches for training the model with each dataset. The batch
number varies as the higher number for batch size will cause GPU memory
constraints. To overcome this limitation, we keep batch size around 6, 8 or
10 depending on the training data size. We use validation data to analyse the
training accuracy and loss.

Testing: After training is complete, we run the test data on the trained
model to check how well the model performs. The minimum difference between
validation and test accuracy reflects the overall accuracy of our model. The
results of each dataset are discussed in Section 5.

Performance Metrics: We will use common performance metrics for
evaluating our performing model. It includes accuracy, confusion matrix, F1
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score, Precision and Recall. As usual, Accuracy is the fraction of correct predic-
tions, the number of hits divided by total number of predictions. The confusion
matrix, also known as error matrix, assesses the classification accuracy by cal-
culating the confusion matrix with each row corresponding to the true class.
It is displayed in table layout that allows visualization of the efficacy of a clas-
sification algorithm.Precision is the ability of the classifier to not predict the
false label or value. Recall is the ability of the classifier to find all the positive
samples. It can be also referred as the fraction of the relevant label that are
successfully predicted.F1 score, also referred as balanced F-score or F-measure,
is the weighted average of the precision and recall. It achieves its best value
at 1 and the worst at 0. The F-score is also used for calculating classification
problems with more than two classes which is also called as Multi-class classifi-
cation. These two classes are called micro-averaging and macro-averaging. The
final score is obtained by micro-averaging which is biased by class frequency
whereas macro-averaging takes all classes as equally important. Another type
of F1 score is the weighted average.

There are three types of averages namely micro, macro and weighted.
Micro average evaluate metrics globally by computing the total true positives,
false negatives and false positives. Macro average tally metrics for each label,
and find their unweighted mean. The imbalanced labels are not taken into
account. Weighted average determines metrics for each label. It find their aver-
age weighted by support. This changes macro average to reckon unbalanced
label which can lead to F-score that is distinct from precision and recall.

Support is the number of actual occurrences of the class in the speci-
fied dataset. Unbalanced support in the training data may indicate structural
weaknesses in the scores of the reported classifiers and could indicate the need
for stratified sampling or re-balancing. The support does not variate between
the models, but rather diagnoses the evaluation process.

5 Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the results obtained for the detection of extreme
sentiments by using BERT. There are five datasets in total and one extra
dataset combined using the five datasets referred to as comb_all to view the
overall performance of our model. Hence, six experimental results and findings
are outlined for each dataset.

The datasets used in this experiment are acquired from our previous work,
which we refer to as the extended lexicon [1] . The comprehensive lexicon data
is highly unbalanced, as shown in Table 2. The number of negative extremes
is very low compared to inconclusive and positive extremes. The split of this
data into train, validation, and test sets cause further isolation, which results
in higher accuracy of dominant classes while ignoring the minor class, which
is negative extreme. To tackle this issue, we keep the same number from each
class and use sampling techniques to increase the number of records to feed
the model.
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Datasets

RT-polarity Sentiment 140 T4SA TurntoIslam Ansar1

Total of Extreme 2518
(≈24%)

63
(≈13%)

423689
(≈36%)

120644
(≈36%)

12002
(≈41%)

Extreme Positive 2518
(≈18%)

2518
(≈10%)

2518
(≈32%)

2518
(≈33%)

2518
(≈36%)

Extreme Negative 2518
(≈6%)

2518
(≈3%)

2518
(≈4%)

2518
(≈3%)

2518
(≈5%)

Total 2518
(≈100%)

2518
(≈100%)

2518
(≈100%)

2518
(≈100%)

2518
(≈100%)

Table 2: Extreme posts detected from datasets using the extended lexicon.

RT-polarity: this is a dataset of classified movies, containing the polarity
of tweets calculated in the first phase (Section 4). It is highly skewed towards
the Inconclusive and the Positive Extreme classes, with a tiny percentage
of Negative Extreme. In order to train the model, we use the undersampling
technique and take equal numbers from each class of inconclusive, positive
extreme and negative. After running three epochs of our model, the validation
accuracy of our model becomes flat, around 67%, and our test accuracy is the
same, which shows the model is performing well.

The model gives the following classification report for RT-polarity. The
overall accuracy of the model is 67%. Table 3 also highlights the precision,
recall and F1-score for our target classes.

RT-polarity

precision recall f1-score support
Inconclusive 0.63 0.71 0.67 31

Positive Extreme 0.64 0.48 0.55 29
Negative Extreme 0.74 0.84 0.79 25

accuracy 0.67 85
macro avg 0.67 0.68 0.67 85

weighted avg 0.67 0.67 0.66 85

Table 3: Classification report of RT-polarity dataset.

The use of a confusion matrix allows us to have a better view of the efficacy
of our model, revealing specifically the type of errors being committed. It
shows the values of true positive, false positive and vice versa for each class.
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Fig. 2: Confusion matrix of RT-polarity dataset.

T4SA: The next dataset we present is T4SA (Twitter sentiment analysis).
Its text is in byte string format and we have applied a special functionality
to clean and decode the text in order to finalise it for training as it contains
emojis. Sentiment analysis is widely used on twitter datasets because of its
usefulness. Our model gives 99% training and 98% validation accuracy after
running six epochs, supposedly because BERT is pre-trained on a large cor-
pus of unlabeled text, we have obtained 98% test accuracy. The classification
report on the T4SA dataset is given in Table 4:

T4SA

precision recall f1-score support
Inconclusive 0.98 0.98 0.98 2381

Positive Extreme 0.99 0.99 0.99 2484
Negative Extreme 0.99 0.99 0.99 2370

accuracy 0.99 7235
macro avg 0.99 0.99 0.99 7235

weighted avg 0.99 0.99 0.99 7235

Table 4: Classification report of T4SA dataset.

The performance of the classification model onset of test data for which
the actual values are known is shown in the confusion matrix.
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Fig. 3: Confusion matrix of T4SA dataset.

Sentiment140: The sentiment140 data contains two files. We chose sen-
timent140_test for the experiment and discard the sentiment140_train file
because of the absence of the “Extreme Negative” class in polarity. The text,
which is the training variable, is the message that needs preprocessing. We
clean the text and feed it to our classification model. We run six epochs of
our training data and obtain 92% training accuracy and 88% of validation
accuracy. After the third epoch, the training accuracy becomes flat at 92%
while the validation accuracy remains between 86% and 88%. The accuracy
we get on the test set is 88% which is the same as the validation. The classifi-
cation report for Sentiment140_test given in Table 5 and Figure 4 shows the
confusion matrix for Sentiment140_test dataset.

Sentiment140_test

precision recall f1-score support
Inconclusive 1.00 0.88 0.93 24

Positive Extreme 0.80 0.80 0.80 15
Negative Extreme 0.80 1.00 0.89 12

accuracy 0.88 51
macro avg 0.87 0.89 0.87 51

weighted avg 0.89 0.88 0.88 51

Table 5: Classification report of Sentiment140_test dataset.
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Fig. 4: Confusion matrix of Sentiment140_test dataset.

TurntoIslam: The TurntoIslam dataset contains two extra classes of our
target variable, "polarity," similar to Ansar1. We regard the Negative Non-
Extreme and Positive Non-Extreme as inconclusive. The main goal of our work
is to find Extreme positive and Extreme negative terms. Therefore we regard
other terms as inconclusive or neutral.

The text we will use to train the model is long, so we make chunks of 500
words if the text is more significant than 450 characters, and we maintain the
polarity values for each chunk. We then use this data for training our model.
Although our training accuracy increases by training epochs, the validation
accuracy remains somewhat consistent, around 77%. The accuracy we get on
the test set is 79% which exhibit little difference from the validation accuracy.
The classification report of the dataset TurntoIslam shows the overall accuracy
we obtained is 79% as given in Table 6

TurntoIslam

precision recall f1-score support
Inconclusive 0.96 0.94 0.95 282

Positive Extreme 0.78 0.71 0.75 276
Negative Extreme 0.94 0.85 0.89 329

Positive Non-Extreme 0.62 0.74 0.67 276
Negative Non-Extreme 0.68 0.70 0.69 286

accuracy 0.79 1449
macro avg 0.80 0.79 0.79 1449

weighted avg 0.80 0.79 0.79 1449

Table 6: Classification report of TurntoIslam dataset.
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The confusion matrix of TurntoIslam given in Figure 5 indicates that the
model works well for the Negative Extreme, which is the most important class
of our dataset.

Fig. 5: Confusion matrix of TurntoIslam dataset.

Ansar1: Ansar1 is a dark web forum which contains mixed language dis-
cussions on forum. The dataset consist of these discussions from the forum.
Ansar1 dataset yields lower accuracy compared to other datasets. This can
be attributed to the presence of foreign languages other than the English lan-
guage. While the central part consists of English, The mixture of another
language, especially Arabic, can influence the model, since we are using the
BERT pre-trained model in English. Although multilingual pre-trained mod-
els are available for BERT, they do not provide better results with the data we
are using. The text data it contains is gathered from forum posts. We split the
more extensive texts into smaller chunks to feed the BERT model. Although
the training accuracy exceeds 80%, the validation accuracy remains between
56% to 58% while running epochs of our model. The accuracy we get on the
test set is 57% which is an approximate value of our validation accuracy. The
classification report for Ansar1 data set is shown in Table 7. Figure 6 gives
the comparison of results for each class in the form of confusion matrix.
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Ansar1

precision recall f1-score support
Inconclusive 0.82 0.82 0.82 74

Positive Extreme 0.56 0.58 0.57 52
Negative Extreme 0.47 0.46 0.47 61

Positive Non-Extreme 0.44 0.50 0.47 50
Negative Non-Extreme 0.51 0.45 0.48 62

accuracy 0.58 299
macro avg 0.56 0.56 0.56 299

weighted avg 0.58 0.58 0.58 299

Table 7: Classification report of Ansar1 dataset.

Fig. 6: Confusion matrix of Ansar1 dataset.

comb_all: Our last dataset for the experiment is made by combining all
the previous five datasets we tested on. We take data from all datasets and
create a new dataset to try with our model. We call this dataset comb_all.
To preserve the data consistency, we keep the main classes of polarity, which
are “Inconclusive, Positive Extreme and Negative Extreme”. This combination
of data into a new dataset provides a good insight about the efficacy of using
BERT, which seems to perform well. It proves the reliability of BERT for our
task and related ones. Also, it verifies our approach to classify into extreme
positive and extreme negative classes. Our training accuracy reaches around
98%, while the validation accuracy of our model is around 95%. The accuracy
we get on the test set is also 95%, which confirms the validation accuracy.
The classification report of comb_all is shown in Table 8. Figure 7 shows the
confusion matrix of our model which achieves good results for extreme values
especially for Negative Extreme.
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comb_all

precision recall f1-score support
Inconclusive 0.94 0.94 0.94 2904

Positive Extreme 0.95 0.95 0.95 3110
Negative Extreme 0.96 0.97 0.96 3044

accuracy 0.95 9058
macro avg 0.95 0.95 0.95 9058

weighted avg 0.95 0.95 0.95 9058

Table 8: Classification report of comb_all dataset.

Fig. 7: Confusion matrix of comb_all dataset.

For a comprehensive analysis and visualization of the difference between
the original lexicon and the expanded one, using BERT, we can look at the
results presented in Table 9, for each dataset. We further plotted graphically
these results in Figures 8, 9, and 10.
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Fig. 8: Comparison between results of RT-polarity

Fig. 9: Comparison between results of T4SA.
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Fig. 10: Comparison between results of Sentiment 140.

Datasets

RT-polarity Sentiment140 T4SA

Recall EP 48% 99% 80%
Recall EN 84% 99% 100%
Precision EP 64% 99% 80%
Precision EN 74% 99% 80%
F1 Score EP 55% 99% 80%
F1 Score EN 79% 99% 89%
Accuracy 67% 99% 88%

Table 9: Results obtained using BERT.

In terms of overall accuracy, BERT shows promising results for the datasets
RT polarity, Sentiment140 and T4SA. Mainly, it successfully classifies the
Extreme Negative (EN) after fine-tuning the base model of BERT as seen in
Table 9.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrate an unsupervised and language-independent
approach for detecting people’s extreme sentiments on social media platforms.
Our approach is based on defining extreme polarity for terms and generating
extreme sentiment lexicon by relying upon two standard lexical resources, i.e.,
SentiWordNet 3.0 and SenticNet 5. With this work, we provide a standard
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lexicon consisting of extreme positive and negative terms polarity. We imple-
mented a prototype system with two different components ESG and ESC. We
experimented with our system on five social networks and media data lexicons
to analyze its accuracy, effectiveness, and efficiency. We have also used word
embeddings to extend the lexicon to analyze the improvement in systems’
performance. The obtained results are promising and encouraging, as the sys-
tem shows excellent improvement using the extended lexicon. This standard
lexicon can also be helpful for other researchers to exploit it for SA studies
and anti-extremism authorities, allowing them to identify and prevent violent
extremism early.

As an extension of this research, we want to improve and handle the issues
and limitations identified to make our system more efficient. For this, we will
apply linguistic tools in our approach, for example, to detect negation [34,
35] (he is happy is the opposite of he is not happy), to detect expressions
with intensifiers [36] (e.g., he likes a lot). For future research, we also plan
to enhance our approach using NLP techniques to detect radical elements on
social media and networks. A radical event has some specific features being
quite different from the identification of extremism, as, for example, a radical
behaviour does not imply the manifestation of extreme sentiments.
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